
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

GO HAMPTON MASTERS 
9th OVERALL 2018 MASTERS STATE CHAMPS 

GREAT LOOKING TEAM, FANTASTIC PERFORMANCES 
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TEAM MANAGER’S WRAP 
So now with salt washed off and sand shaken out, it is time to reflect on another great 
chapter in the epic tale of the Hampton Masters Team at State Championships. 

Many may have presumed with a smaller than usual team, Hampton may have faded into 
the background and competed quietly and inconspicuously, but that is not the Hampton 
way. We certainly made our presence known both with feats great and memorable. 

From stamping our authority in the long run, where the 40-45 men finished 1, 2, and 3, to 
the “greater than an under 8 boys relay team enthusiasm” shown by both the 170+ womens 
beach relay teams which saw even our official on the inside unable to salvage us from a 
double DQ, Hampton certainly didn’t disappoint by doing anything half hearted. There were 
many admirable individual and (mens) team medal performances on the beach. 
Performance of the carnival goes to Steve May for refusing to let go of a little piece of 
rubber hose despite a dislocated shoulder, proving a silver medal is just as effective an 
analgesic as 10mg IV Morphine. (It was later rumoured around Lorne that the club doctor 
had taken Steve’s rhomboids, deltoids and trapezius’ as a personal insult, belonging to one 
of only two shoulders he has been unable to relocate over his career) 

So to everyone on the team a huge thank you for your infectious enthusiasm, sense of fun 
and grace in the inevitable, but thankfully few disappointments of the day. The smaller 
team meant that everyone not only competed but was also required to pitch in and help to 
fulfil our LSV obligations and keep the team humming. All done with a smile and most often 
without being asked. 

To Sam Dwyer and Andrew Hill: You were both very much missed! Who needs Pontevedra 
in 2019 when you can have Masters at Lorne instead??? 

Special Thanks: 

The Entire Team! Especially at the end of a long day of competing to ensure everything 
was packed up and put away despite the call of cold beverages from the LSLSC balcony. 

Chief Masters’ Wranglers: Michael Pratt and Caroline Webster 

Entries: Susie Massey 

Officials: Philip Mawkes and Carol Lawrence 

IRB Transport: Andy Lawrence  

IRB Driver and Crew: Mark Garbelotto, Steve May and Caroline Webster 

Equipment Transport: Michael Pratt, Steve May, Kirsten Cleland, Yvette Costello and 
Caroline Webster 

Merchandise: Steve May and Sarah Cameron 

Set Up: Steve May, Kirsten Cleland, Liz De Nittis and Caroline Webster 

Photography: Steve May, Caroline Webster, Yvette Costello 

LSV Pack Up: Tiff and Lucas Welsh 
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THE 2018 TEAM 

A BIG WELCOME TO NEW MASTERS 

Kirsten Cleland Annette Sando 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WELCOME BACK TO OUR REPEAT OFFENDERS 
Chris Auditore Andy Lawrence Caroline Webster Carol Lawrence 

Chris Sando Don Smith Sarah Cameron Lucas Welsh 

Michael Pratt Sarah Darby Steve May Liz DeNittis 

Ross Donaldson Yvette Costello Chris Eastman Tiffany Welsh 
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MEDALS & POINTS TALLY 
 

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS: 6 POINTS 

170+ Male Beach Relay- Steve May, Michael Pratt, Don Smith, Lucas Welsh; 200+ 
Male Beach Relay- Philip Mawkes, Andy Lawrence, Chris Sando, Barry from Altona; 
130+ Womens Ski Teams- Yvette Costello, Sarah Cameron, Tiffany Welsh; 2km 
Beach Run- Chris Auditore; Mens Beach Sprint- Michael Pratt;  Mens Beach Flags- 
Don Smith; Womens Beach Flags- Liz De Nittis; Womens Beach Sprint- Liz De Nittis 

 

SILVER MEDAL WINNERS: 5 POINTS 

Mens Beach Flags- Michael Pratt; Womens Ski- Caroline Webster; Mens Beach 
Flags- Steve May; 2km Beach Run- Michael Pratt; Womens Beach Flags- Sarah 
Darby 

 

BRONZE MEDAL WINNERS: 4 POINTS 

2km Beach Run- Lucas Welsh; 2km Beach Run- Sarah Darby; Womens Beach Sprint- 
Sarah Darby; Womens Board Rescue- Sarah Cameron and Sarah Darby; 2km Beach 
Run- Annette Sando; Womens Beach Flags- Caroline Webster; Mens Beach Flags- 
Chris Sando; Mens Tube Race -Ross Donaldson;  Iron Woman – Caroline Webster 

 

FOURTH PLACE:3 POINTS 

Womens Beach Flags- Tiff Welsh; 2km Beach Run- Tiff Welsh; 2km Beach Run- Chris 
Sando; Womens Ski Race- Yvette Costello; Womens Beach Sprint- Tiff Welsh 

 

FIFTH PLACE: 2 POINTS 

Womens Tube Race- Sarah Darby; Mens Beach Sprint- Lucas Welsh; Mens Surf 
Race- Chris Auditore; Mens Rescue Tube- Don Smith; 2km Beach Run- Ross 
Donaldson 

 

SIXTH PLACE: 1 POINT 

Mens Tube Race- Michael Pratt; Womens Flags- Annette Sando; Womens Beach 
Sprint- Annette Sando; Mens Beach Flags- Phil Mawkes; Womens Beach Flags- 
Sarah Cameron; Mens Beach Sprint- Chris Sando; Mens Beach Flags- Andy 
Lawrence; Womens Beach Flags-Carol Lawrence Womens Surf Race-Annette Sando 
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AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE 
 

The 2018 Masters Awardees were: 

 

Queen of the Beach 

Liz De Nittis for her amazing turn of speed across the sand in her sprints and admirable 
restraint in holding her flag starts. It seems so easy to just wait for the starters whistle when 
you are standing outside the flag pit, as a few of our seasoned competitors will attest. 

 

King of the Beach 

Andy Lawrence for achieving his goal of Masters gold after having narrowly missed out last 
year. This was accomplished with his early morning schedule of towing the IRB down to 
Lorne and setting up before he could even start to compete. Thanks Andy! 

 

Queen of the Ocean 

Sarah Darby who far from having an ideal Masters’ preparation backed up from a not 
particularly enjoyable tube race to take out the only Hampton board medal in Board Rescue 
partnered with Sarah Cameron. 

 

King of the Ocean 

Ross Donaldson for being the sole Hampton mens medallist in the water, no easy feat with 
the fierce competition from ocean clubs. 

 

The Courage Shield 

Awarded to those who extend themselves and often take a leap of faith to uphold the 
Hampton ideal of going above and beyond for their teammates. The courage Shield takes 
pride of place in the HLSC Trophy Cabinet and all those whose names appear on it will be 
lauded for all time. 

Awarded this year to Tiffany Welsh for jumping into the Womens Ski Team unexpectedly 
and thereby  also devoid of any recent surf training. With Caroline in the IRB on water safety 
duty, it looked like the dream of a gold medal Ski Teams hat trick for Yvette Costello and 
Sarah Cameron was being drowned by the incoming tide. Tiff with her usual grace and 
selflessness headed out for the final leg, easily completing the course to bring home GOLD 
for Hampton!!! 
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WOMEN’S EVENT SUMMARY BY IRON-CARO 
Arriving for the 2018 State Masters Carnival elicited a strong sense sense of déjà vu for 
the girls. Just like for the first resurgence of Hampton Masters Competition back in 2016, 
there was a sneaky easterly, a team of 9, and an ominous sea. To everyone’s credit you 
would never know from the team photo. Even in her absence, Sam’s mantra of being the 
best looking team on the beach was foremost in our minds and our smiles were bright. (Or 
brittle depending on if you had managed a first sneaky coffee or not.) 

Beach events were first on our program. The girls showed a good turnout for the 2km run, 
a brutal distance. Special congratulations to Annette for pulling a Bronze medal in her first 
ever Masters event, way to kick off your career in a very tough field! Sarah D also came 
home with her first medal of the day, another Bronze. Also collecting points Tiff in fourth. 

The Hampton girls had a great time skipping lightly over the sand in the sprints. A much 
bigger than usual turnout by other clubs saw us get value for our entry fees, making us run 
through heats and semis before running in a final of 6 competitors for points. 
Congratulations to Liz for taking out Gold in convincing style and Sarah D for her Bronze. 
A strong showing by all 8 of our beach sprinters with almost all collecting points, led to 
quiet confidence when marshalling for beach relays. Unfortunately the Deja vu of 2016 had 
returned with gusto: both teams DQ’d this time for enthusiastic baton changes and the 
larger field meant officials had no recourse to relegate us this time. In true Hampton style 
the girls simply smiled and took it as an invitation to return in 2019 and seek redemption. 
(And also seek maybe a little bit of training too)  

Flags saw a repeat of previous years’ excellent results. Congratulations to Liz for pulling 
off an amazing beach double, winning a Flags Gold medal to add to her Beach Sprint Gold 
. Sarah D went one better and claimed Silver and all Caro’s flags starts training was enough 
to make up for her lack of speed over the sand and snag her a Bronze. Again nearly all the 
girls brought home points for the team. 

Almost entirely on cue the sun came out just as our water campaign commenced. Happily 
the wind had not increased and although still messy the surf remained manageable on an 
incoming tide. 

Once again Hampton girls showed their versatility with most of our beachies morphing into 
surf competitors. Not to be sneezed at as there are only a few other clubs capable of 
showing the same adaptability. First up was the Iron with Caro collecting a Bronze. Boards 
produced some good fun if not points. The individual Ski race saw more points in a large 
field, Caro was lucky to get away cleanly while Yvette got tangled by some novices and 
missed her trademark seamless start. Silver to Caro and fourth to Yvette.  

At this point I was called to the IRB so apologies if detail is a little lacking. Sarah D and 
Annette Sando continued to show their versatility and endurance by collecting more points 
in the water. Tube: Sarah 4th, Surf race Annette 6th. In a fitting show of harmony the Sarahs 
paddled beautifully together to bring in a Bronze in Board rescue. Glad I couldn’t resist 
when putting teams together! 

The standout water performance story was the Gold in the Ski Teams. With Caro in the 
IRB it was looking as if the chance of a Hampton hat trick in the event was destined to 
remain a pipe dream until true to her selfless nature Tiff agreed to anchor the team. And 
what an anchor she was. Due to a fuel mishap (more later) I was able to witness her 
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winning leg. She looked as one with her craft smooth and sleek as she overtook the IRB 
to deliver a fairy tale ending for the girls ski team. Well done to Sarah C, Yvette and Tiff!  

Special mention too to our other recently initiated Hampton competitor Kirsten Cleland. 
Kirsten jumped straight into the Hampton spirit with enthusiasm and a will do attitude! Even 
though she was feeling too unwell to compete in  the water, she still made sure everyone 
else was well looked after and was especially helpful at the end of the day when a level 
head was required to ensure Steve May would be reunited with his belongings once his 
shoulder was back where it should be. Can’t wait for you to join us again. 

Caroline Webster 
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GENTS’ EVENT SUMMARY BY COACH PRATT 
The day started like many other Masters Carnival. Coffees were the priority, stiff backs were 
stretched out from the 2hr drive, bodies were squeezed into lycra race wear. The faces of 
many were a calm serenity, deep in thought…”should I have trained?”, “am I getting paid to 
be here?”, “why do I do this?”…….. 

The calm was broken by the crackle of the announcers speaker – calling up the long run 
competitors. The small team of Steve May, Don Smith, Andrew Lawrence, Chris Sando, 
Chris Auditore, Ross Donaldson, Lucas Welsh and Michael Pratt moved themselves down 
towards the starters line. 

In an attempt to unsettle Chris Auditore and maybe claim back a position in the results…I 
told him I had a dream that he beat last year’s fastest runner (an ex-elite athlete). Chris 
informed me that he didn’t intend to go as hard as last year, which gave me a glimmer of 
hope. 8 mins later my hopes were dashed as Chris blitzed the full field (from 30 – 45years) 
and won by a nice stretch (I would hate to see what he would have done had he gone hard). 
Hampton managed a 1-2-3 with myself and Lucas Welsh rounding out the 40-45s. Phil 
Mawkes, Chris Sando (4th), Don Smith and Ross Donaldson (5th) all ran well in their 
respective age groups. 

The plan of attack this year was “use our limited fitness wisely”, and not blow ourselves up 
chasing the field in every event. 

The boys spread themselves out across the board, ski, swim events with Chris Auditore 
(5th) in the surf race, Ross (3rd), Don (5th), Pratt (6th) and Welsh (7th) in the tube races. The 
ski presented a challenge for myself and Ross. I couldn’t get in the stupid thing and missed 
the start and Ross’s craft was somehow stuck in reverse for a period, so we didn’t challenge 
the scorers. Similar situation with the board races, where the team paddled well…. 

The officials were so keen to see the Hampton Beach team got to work that they started 
marshalling the sprints while the board rescue was still going. A radio call went out to get 
Phil Mawkes to the line (who was an official  in the women’s area), and the boys sorted 
themselves into the heats and went to work.  

30 seconds before his race, Steve May came streaking across the water in the IRB (where 
he was on water safety). He strolled up the beach (still in his wetsuit) and ran his heat. He 
ran well, so well in fact he had to slow down to ensure he didn’t go through to the semi and 
spend any more time wrapped in rubber. 

The finals were a tightly run set of races with Pratt (1st), Welsh (5th) and Sando (6th) all 
having strong finals. 

With so many sprint elites in the club, relays provide both a challenge and an opportunity. 
Lucas Welsh was looking to make the most of his recall to the “young” group (170yrs +) and 
not let the selectors (whoever they are) down. He joined the current gold medal team of Don 
Smith, Steve May and Michael Pratt. 

In the “old” group (+200yrs) Lucas’s absence left last year’s gold medallists of Sando, 
Lawrence and Mawkes with a challenge…there were only three of them. Where there is a 
will, there is a way. Minutes later Hampton had recruited “Barry” from Altona (doesn’t hurt 
that Barry, as the only Altona Masters competitor, had been in the sprint and flags finals for 
the last 4years). So Barry donned the black and white cap and took the line. 
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With some last minute advice on nutrition, training and baton changes. The teams took off 
in their respective races. Gold to the 170+ Mens team. Gold to the 200+ Mens team. Well 
done boys! 

With only the flags to go…the boys wandered up the beach to the sound of much medal 
jingling. 

All the boys went hard, with top 6 places by all. Congratulations to Don Smith – who backed 
up last year’s gold with another one!. Silver to Michael Pratt (after a flinch that saw him 
DQ’ed), Silver to Steve May (who had to dislocate his shoulder to get there). Bronze to Chris 
Sando. Some say Steve shoulder was weakened by 3hours of hanging on in the IRB driven 
by Mark Garbalotto….but I’m not a medical expert….. 

Steve May’s trip to hospital (2 of them) put a dampener on the immediate post event drinks, 
but the team did manage to wash the salt out with a post event beer at the Lorne SLSC. 
The dinner was a triumph as the family’s joined the athletes to hear the tales of the day. 
Thanks to Caroline Webster for coordinating both the event and the dinner – you are a star. 

The cultural tour went ahead as usual (no names will be mentioned), although a man in a 
sling was seen with a beer in his good hand in a local disco. There was also sightings of a 
very tall Hampton athlete who was seen at the “Latino” disco night moving like Shakira (and 
it wasn’t Phil Mawkes). 

Thanks to all the competitors on the day for having a crack and being so much fun. 

 

See you on the beach.  

Pratty 
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PERSONAL HIGHLIGHTS, HICCUPS & DISASTERS 
Following on from the success of the war stories from Masters last year and the year before, 
the remainder of this newsletter is dedicated to the stories of the fine Hampton Members 
who dared to dream and had the courage to become a Hampton Master. 

HIGHLIGHTS BY CAROLINE WEBSTER 
This was a very different Masters Champs for me but the most rewarding so far. Following 
in Sam’s footsteps by coordinating the team was daunting to say the least, as Sam had 
done such an amazing job for the previous two years. I am relieved to say that we managed 
to mostly have things under control in her absence. 

I had set myself a couple of goals early in the season to give my training a focus and have 
an excuse to get to the beach as often as I could. And I did get to the beach A LOT as my 
long suffering family will attest and the size of Hampton’s hot water bill reflects. 

My first goal was to win Gold in flags. I had put in a considerable effort for this, jumping 
into the Seniors training sessions and competing at senior carnivals with little regard to any 
sense of personal embarrassment or humiliation. Unfortunately I was unable to pull it off 
this year. I was still able to take away some positives though. I felt I nailed my turns and I 
would like to give Coach Kate a huge thank you for this. It is a testament to her patience 
and expertise that I made it through for the Bronze. 

My second goal was to improve my ski starts and board so as to be competitive in the Iron 
this year. Again I was obligated to spend all January at Lorne practising in the surf. The 
hardship of early morning paddles and afternoon board sessions paid off and it felt good 
to be competent enough to pick up some waves on the way in, hold them and pass some 
of the other, fitter competitors. 

By far the best highlight however was seeing the 
faces of my fellow team mates light up as they 
crossed their finishing lines to achieve their own 
goals. The sense of fun and camaraderie that comes 
with competing for Hampton Masters is very special. 
I even found myself surprisingly unresentful crewing 
in the IRB. I got to see Tiff’s amazing gold medal ski 
leg up close. She surprised the heck out of me as 
she had been so adamant earlier that there was no 
way she was doing it. So much so that I may have 
yelled out, “Go Annette”, to her, sorry Tiff!  

Can’t wait to do it all again next year and for anyone 
else who also can’t wait that long to pull on their 
Hampton hi vis you are invited to join me at Aussies 
this April, Challenge the Lakes Ski Paddle in May, 
Winter Pool Comps in Terms 2 and 3, Coolangatta 
Gold in October and Worlds in Adelaide from 
November 19th to the 21st! 

Caro Webster  
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HIGHLIGHTS BY ANDY LAWRENCE 
 

Highlight – Men’s 200+ composite “Hamptona” relay team (Me, Chris Sando & Phil 
Mawkes from Hampton plus Barry from Altona) take out GOLD! 

 

Lowlight – Watching Steve May pop his shoulder during flags. 

Andy Lawrence 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

HIGHLIGHTS BY CAROL LAWRENCE 
The 2018 Masters Championship we're all about flags for me this year as I had to compete 
again just to defend the bronze that I won last year Liz was disqualified and there were 
only 3 competitors left. Liz came back strongly and took the gold whilst I'm sure that I had 
only just gotten myself up out of the sand by the time the others were grabbing their flags!  

Unfortunately our male competitors take it much more seriously than I do and I told them 
they're all crazy as they handed their flags back to me, as I was the Official placing the 
flags in the sand. Sadly I was right and when Steve landed virtually at my feet and then 
didn't get up I realised it was serious. However about the third thing the patrollers assisting 
him said was "Can you walk mate?' Clearly their priority was to get on with the competition! 

Needless to say there will be a few of us dropping that event next year and i am one of 
them. 

Carole Lawrence 
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HIGHLIGHTS BY LUCAS WELSH 
An inclement day greeted us at Lorne - dark clouds, the air thick with portentous rain.  I 
must have missed the start first event of the day, the 2km run, because Chris Auditore had 
already reached the orange pole at the other end of the beach before it seemed I had taken 
a step!  I managed to huff and puff my way through the run to grasp hold of the last podium 
spot to secure a 1-2-3 for Hampton in the first event.  Cue lightning, cue thunder, crashing 
waves - cancel the carnival, Hampton's in the lead, we've won!  But alas, it wasn't to 
be.  The clouds rolled back, riffling away like theatre curtains to reveal cheery blue skies.   

My only thought was to get the water events started tout suite because the cans looked 
deliciously close with the tide being out, I could be able to wade a whole swim!  Sigh, this 
was not to be.  The waters gobbled up the beach with the frenzy of a tsunami, and the cans 
became smaller, and smaller, and (gulp) smaller.  So I had a crack at the board, and again 
I had to fight off the adoration of the masses and officials as they tried to thrust the bronze 
medal for third place in my hand, not because I am a humble lad, but because I had been 
lapped by the race behind me.  And there lay my competition goals in tatters - not to be 
lapped.  Still hurting, my compadres from silver sprint relay team in the prior year tossed 
more salt my way to create tears you could float on, by dropping me from the team for 
some bloke from Altona.  Instead, I had to run with Michael Pratt, Steve May and Don 
Smith.  OK, so maybe not a bad trade.  What a sight it was, Don scurrying away for the 
start, watching an intact Steve power down towards me, grasping the baton, flying across 
the sand and handing off to Michael who rolled his arch-nemesis from Mordy.  Gold!   

But where there is yang, yin is lurking in the shadows.  Unfortunately Steve was no longer 
intact after the flags, quite a downer - sympathetic pains of remembrance ached through 
my shoulder having dislocated mine several times in the past.  Dispositions changed to joy 
later that night when Steve pranced into the bar (probably still high on painkillers) and 
happily stated that it was Garbo's IRB driving and not the 200kg bloke landing on him in 
flags that caused his shoulder to dislocate!   

Lucas Welsh 
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HIGHLIGHTS BY CHRIS SANDO 
It was a small but tight knit crew from HLSC this year and the focus was on fun.  Pick the 
events you enjoy and get out there and give it a shake.   The 50+ group was represented 
by myself and club stalwarts Andy Lawrence and Ross Donaldson.   Weatherwise a patchy 
day, morning was cloudy and threatening rain, but the afternoon was warm and sunny.  
Waves were not huge, but choppy, definitely challenging for the water events.  

I like to attempt something new every masters, this year it was the surf ski race.   Zero 
experience in waves , but a few very enjoyable goes at Hampton and plenty of flat water 
kayaking in the ” good ol days” , pre kids.   A quick chat with Mike Pratt re strategy for 
getting out and back in thru the breakers  , remembered to adjust the  seat( a plus) and 
next thing I knew I was standing knee-deep in the white water with 20 or so big dudes 
awaiting the starters whistle while trying to hold a 20 foot long bucking bronco with one 
hand.  My aim was to stay upright and finish…so no thoughts of clashing paddles with 
these blokes around the 1st can. 

Whistle goes and I threw the leg over. ”Keep the nose pointing out to sea “was playing over 
and over like a cracked record in my brain.   For what felt like an eternity I sat there a 
straddle the ski, paddle blades flailing but seemingly sitting on the spot as the field 
progressed steadily out thru the breakers.  I know these things are like bikes..bloody 
unstable when not moving so  I was in a spot of bother until forward motion commenced.  
I think it was maybe the 3rd wave hit while both blades were out of the water and I was 
going in. If 12 noon is vertical, I think I was at quarter past three and heading for six thirty 
but by some miracle I popped back up and I was away..yipppeeeeeeee !!!!   

Once  moving all was good,  first can done, second can at the apex,  mmm…going parallel 
with the waves was interesting, then round the third can and back to the beach…apparently 
the technique is to lean back when the wave hits you then just ride it in …simples !!  It 
actually did go ok until I was within a stone’s throw of the finish when another wave came 
through.   I think I relaxed and …….ahh yep, boat crossed finish line sideways, minus 
paddler who was trying to swim in whilst holding a paddle.  A most un- elegant, drowned 
rat like finish, but definitely an exhilarating experience, and I don’t think I was quite last 
across the line !!! 

As a post script, back on dry land, Andy L and I were hoping to do a 3-peat on medals in 
the 200+ sprint relay.  Alas things were looking shaky as prior year team mates and club 
speedsters Pete Costello and Chris Eastman were absent.  Some shrewd behind the 
scenes negotiation by Andy and we put together a composite 200+ relay of Sando, 
Lawrence, Mawkes (Phil) and  (drum roll)  Barry from Altona who had medalled in the 
individual sprint.   Well there was much fist pumping and smiles all round as we proved yet 
again that Hampton masters might not be much chop in the water  but boy can we move 
across the sand when someone says it’s almost time to go to the pub !   

Gold, Gold, Gold to the Hamptona 200+ relay team !! 

Thank you Caro and Team Hampton for another  fun masters day out…see you next year 
!! 

Chris Sando 
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SO UNTIL NEXT YEAR….. 

Go Hampton!!!!! 
  

GOLD MEDAL RELAY TEAMS 
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Go Hampton!!! 


